SMART Points info for the SITE

SMART Point
name

SMART Point Veneto

Location

Venice County

Hosting
organization

Contacts &
address

The Veneto Region works for the full institutional affirmation, political and
social of the European Union and it works to ensure the inviolable rights
and duties and the fundamental freedoms recognized by the Constitution
and by the sources of European and international law. The Training
Instruction Labour Department in Veneto Region works to ensure the right
to work promoting training and retraining actions.
SMART Point VENETO
Via Torino 151/c
30172 Mestre (VE)
It's located inside the well known and recognised SIAV –
CONFINDUSTRIA VENETO
iesmart@regione.veneto.it
Tel. +39 0412795189
VENETO REGION
Training Instruction Labour Department
Labour Area
Fondamenta Santa Lucia
Cannaregio, 23
30121 Venice
dir.lavoro@regione.veneto.it
www.regione.veneto.it
tel. +39 041279 5924 - fax +39 041279 5948

Opening hours

Every Wednesday from 14 to 18 p.m.

Services
description

Training and workshops on the idea generation process, on the features
of a successful entrepreneur and on the creative entrepreneurship
moreover in the following 3 areas: ICT, Green Economy and creative
Industry. Events, in which potential emerging entrepreneurs could have
the possibility to learn from the experiences of well known entrepreneurs
stimulating the entrepreneurial mindsets of young people. Advisory,
consultancy and guidance for potential emerging entrepreneurs to
support new innovative and creative entrepreneurship.
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Partners

The Industrial Federation named SIAV - Confindustria Veneto: an
organism which has a long and consolidated experience in management
of initiatives focused on entrepreneurship, innovation and creative
approach.
Other local institutions, organizations which support the SMART Point
activities are, for example, the Ca Foscari University in Venice, the
University of Padua,.
The Handicraft Industry Department of Veneto Region manages the
Industrial development policies of the Veneto Region supporting the
productive sector through European, National, Regional aids.
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